Responses to hypergravity in proliferation of Paramecium tetraurelia.
It has been reported that Paramecium proliferates faster when cultured under microgravity in orbit, and slower when cultured under hypergravity. This shows that the proliferation rate of Paramecium affected by gravity. The effect of gravity on Paramecium proliferation has been argued to be direct in a paper with an axenic culture under hypergravity. To clear up uncertainties with regard to the effect of gravity, Paramecium tetraurelia was cultured axenically under hypergravity (20 x g) and the time course of the proliferation was investigated quantitatively by a new non-invasive method, laser-beam optical slice, for measuring the cell density. This method includes optical slicing a part of the culture and computer-aided counting of cells in the sliced volume. The effects of hypergravity were assessed by comparing the kinetic parameters of proliferation that were obtained through a numerical analysis based on the logistic growth equation. Cells grown under 20 x g conditions had a significantly lower proliferation rate, and had a lower population density at the stationary phase. The lowered proliferation rate continued as long as cells were exposed to hypergravity (> one month). Hypergravity reduced the cell size of Paramecium. The long and short axes of the cell became shorter at 20 x g than those of control cells, which indicates a decrease in volume of the cell grown under hypergravity and is consistent with the reported increase in cell volume under microgravity. The reduced proliferation rate implies changes in biological time defined by fission age. In fact the length of autogamy immaturity decreased by measure of clock time, whereas it remained unchanged by measure of fission age.